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1. The Textiles Committee held its fourth meeting on 2-3 December. The Committee

considered the following subjects:

(a) Accession by Thailand to the Arrangement;

(b) Annual review of the operations of the Textiles Arrangement;

(c) Analysis of the current state of world production and trade in textiles,

including any measures to facilitate adjustment;

(d) The membership of the Textiles Surveillence Body for the year 1976;

(e) Preparation for the major revicw of the Arrangement in 1976;

(f) Derestriction of textile documents.

2. At the outset, thc Chairman informed thc Committe that six participating

countries; i.e. Argentina, Colombia. Egypt, Guatemala, Paraguay and Spain, had not

until then formalized their Provisional acceptance if, or accession to, the Arrengement

A communication had just been received from Portugal on behalf of Macao, indicating

definitive acceptance of the Arrangement. This had beencirculated in

COM.TEX/4/Add.6. The representative of Egypt announced that his Government had also

ratified the Arrangement. This would shortly be officially communicated by the

delegation.1The Chairman took note of this and urged all other countries which had

not ratified the Arrangement to do so as soon as possible. He referred the

Committee to document COM.TEX/4 and addenda 1 to 6 for the present status of

membership.

1The instrument of ratification by Egypt was deposited on 6 January 1976.
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(a) Accession by Thailand to the Arrangement

3. The Chairman referred the Committee to document COM.TEX/W/23 which sets out

the communications he had received from the Government of Thailand expressing

its wish to accede to the Arrangement under paragraph 2 of Article 13. This

paragraph provided for the accession of a government not party to the GATT on

terms to be agreed between that government and the participating countries. In

this connexion he recalled that the Committee at its first meeting in March 1974

agreed on the procedure to be followed in the case of non-contracting parties

wishing to accede to the Arrangement.1

4. It was noted that in its request, Thailand had fully complied with the

procedural requirements as agreed by the Committee. Thailand's request for

accession was warmly welcomed by the Committee. As a matter of procedure the

Government of Thailand was invited to send a letter to the Director-General of

GATT, as the depository of the Arrangement, confirming its notification of

accession, with reference to the decision taken by the Committee. The effective

date of Thailand's accession to the Arrangement would be the date on which this

letter was received by the Director-General.

5. The observer from Thailand expressed his appreciation for the general support

accorded to his country's request for accession. He said that Thailand's textile

industry was relatively new but had acquired increased importance in the economy

of his country. It employed some 130,000 workers, almost 10 per cent of the total

manufacturing labour force. Textiles ranked high in the exports of his country

1See COM.TEX/2.
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where emphasis had recently changed from import substituion to export orienta-

tion. He observed, however, that Thailand's exports of textiles, worth

$90 million, fell short of its textile imports amounting to some $100 million.

Information relating to the import régime would soon be communicated to the

Textiles Surveillance Body. He, however, informed the Committee that in spite of

the wide discretionary powers to impose restrictions to protect domestic industry,

the Minister of Commerce applied such restrictions sparingly on some products

only. At present, restrictions were imposed on imports of polyester fibre,

polyester yarn, nylon filament yarn, nylon stretched yarn and textured yarn.

(b) Annual review of the operation of the Arrangement

6. The Chairman drew attention to Article 10, paragraph 4, of the Arrangement,

under which the Committee was required to review the operation of the

Arrangement once a year, and to report thereon to the GATT Council. He recalled

that at its meeting in April, and following its discussion of the implementation

of Article 2, the Committee had requested the Textiles Surveillance Body to

appraise the actions taken or contemplated by the participating countries, under

the provisions of Article 2 in the light of its review of the status reports

received. Such an appraisal of actions taken, or the lack of such actions was

to be included in the TSB's report for consideration by the Committee at the

present meeting. The aforementioned report had been distributed to members in

document COM.TEX/SB/115, dated 28 August. This report showed the progress achieved

in eliminating or bringing into conformity with the Arrangement import restrictions

existing at the commencement of the Arrangement. It also included details of new
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restrictions introduced since the coming into force of the Arrangement, and

where appropriate the TSB's views or findings on such restrictions. In addition,

the TSB presented a supplementary report in document COM.TEX/SB/115/Add.1. This

brought up to date the review by the TSB of compliance with Article 2 and listed

all new restrictions which had been reported to the TSB since the end of July,

i.e. the time at which it completed its first review. Thus, the two reports

submitted by the TSB in fulfilment of the requirements under paragraphs 11 and 12

of Article 11 provided a complete picture of the extent to which existing

restrictions had been removed and new ones introduced during the currency of

the Arrangement.

7. A large number of representatives expressed appreciation of the TSB's

report which made it possible for the Committee to assess the way the Arrangement

had hitherto been used in the light of its stated objectives. Reference was also

made to the strenuous efforts deployed by the Chairman and members of the TSB

in assisting participatirg countries to resolve their textile differences and in

making the Arrangement an effective instrument of international co-operation.

It was cautioned, however, that the usefulness of the TSB would be impaired if

participating countries took extreme positions.

8. In the course of the Committee's review of the operation of the Arrangement

certain points were raised as regards the manner in which the Arrangement was

being interpreted and implemented in a number of cases. These, for the most

part, hinged on the compliance with the various provisions of the Arrangement and,

in particular, with Article 2 thereof, as well as certain specific difficulties

encountered by participating countries. A summary of these is given below.
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9. The representative of the United States observed that the Arrangement

provided an international framework for orderly development and expansion of

textile trade. The principles embodiedmarked a major advance in international

co-operation and provided an effective opportunity to serve the varied interests

of participating countries. Althoughthis task had been made difficult by the

impact of the global economic recession, the challenge posed by the Arrangement

had, on balance, been satisfactorily met. The United States had, for example,

negotiated eighteen Article 4 agreements, fourteen of which had been formally

concluded, and it had removed quantitative restrictions on imports from ten

countries.

10. In undertaking its own programme of bringing its restraint agreements into

conformity with Articie 2 within the timeframe set forth therein, the United States

had assumed that other importing countries would do likewise, but unfortunately

this had not always been the case. It was heartening to see, however, that those

importing members whose progress had been delayed for some reason were now making

better progress. The Arrangement made it incumbent upon importing countries to

provide increased access to their markets despite unanticipated economic

difficulties. For their part, the exporting countries were obligated to conduct

their trade in an orderly non-disruptivefashion.

11. In conclusion, he said that the United States was hopeful that sustained

economic recovery would materialize throughout the world. But whatever the pace

of recovery, it believed that there would be a need in the coming years for

continued international co-operation in the field of textiles.
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12. The representative of Japan said that in spite of the deadline of March 1975

for the implementation of Article 2 measures there had been regrettable delays.

His Government believed that bilateral negotiations should be speeded up so that

obligations under Article 2 were fully met byMarch 1976. In reporting on

developments in negotiations conducted by Japan Since the last meeting of the

Committee, he said that the bilateral agreement concluded under Article 4 of the

arrangementt with the United States had been modified, resulting in substantial

liberalization, in the light of the changing pattern of trade and industry.

Details of this agreement would be communicated to the TSB. In regard to

negotiations with the EEC, it was expected that a mutually acceptable solution

would be found soon. Consultations were also planned or under way with Austria,

Norway, Canada and Sweden.

13. The representative of Japan expressed concern at the tendency on the part of
some developed countries to introduce new, import restrictions. This had contributed

to some rollback in textile trade. It wasundeniable that progress had been

adversely affected by the world recession, but the effects of recession were not

confined to a few countries only. In the face of growing protectionism elsewhere,

there were internal pressures in Japan for increased restrictions. The extent to

which these could be contained would depend on the attitudes of other countries.

He emphasized that the achievement of the objectives of the Arrangement would be

seriously jeopardized if countries tooka selfish view of their domestic problems.

Participating countries should,therefore, refrain from resorting to restrictive

trade measures and reaffirm their faithin the spirit and the objectives of the

Arrangement.
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14. The representative of India expressed his dismay at the way the Arrangement

had been implemented during half of its lifetime. Restraintson exports of the

developing countries had increased on the pretext of economic recession, the

effects of which were more acute for the developing countries which were,

however, not as well equipped to deal with it.As a result of the recession in

the developed countries, India had suffered a sharp decline in its textile

exports, particularly of mill-made fabrics, the decline in 1974/75 being of the

order of 43 per cent in quantity and 20 per cent in value as compared with

1973/74. During the first quarter of 1975/76 there wasa further decline with

consequential social and unemployment problems. The developed countries ought

to exercise utmost care to ensure that in dealing with their domestic problems

they did not create additional difficulties for the developing countries. The

preferred course of action would be for the developed countries to have greater

resort to adjustment assistance measures, not to sustain uneconomic units but

to move progressively into more viable lines of production and to provide

increased access to their markets in accordance with articlee 1:4 of the

Arrangement.

15. The representative of Indiadeplored the tendency to place additional

restraints on exports of developing countries, particularly if such restraints

were not fully consistent with the spirit and objectives of the Arrangement.

There had been many instances of measures taken under article 3 which did not

meet with the requirements of this Article and Annexes A and B. In many cases

the evidence provided had not substantiated claims of market disruption.
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Restrictions had been imposed on small suppliers in disregard of Article 6:3

and of Annex A, which required that imports from each individual source must be

shown separately to be disruptive. In certain cases, the growth factors and

other provisions had fallen short of the minimum mandatory levels provided for

in Annex B. In a number of cases it was imports from developing countries that

had been the main target of restraints, while disruptive imports, at much higher

levels, from developed countries were left completely free, in disregard of the

equity provisions of the Arrangement. Some measures under Article 3 had been

taken on the grounds of the need for maintaining "minimum viable levels of

production", without clear evidence of market disruption. There had even been

instances of restrictive measures taken outside the framework of the Arrangement

in violation of the provisions of Article 9.

16. Commenting on the compliance with Article 2, the representative of India

pointed out that the TSB in its first report in August had expressed concern that

a number of restrictions not justified under the Arrangement might continue in

force until perhaps half the life of the Arrangement had elapsed. The TSB had

then urged the countries concerned to speed up the conclusion of the outstanding

negotiations. However, there had been little progress several months after that

exhortation.

17. Referring to particular problems encountered by India, he mentioned that the

exports of hand-made cottage industry products were of singular importance to his

country, especially when the demand for mill-made fabrics was declining due to

recessionary conditions. It was, therefore, important that a more liberal

interpretation be placed on Article 12:3 since its broad objective was to exclude

all such products from the purview of import restrictions. Another matter of
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concern to India was non-compliance with the provisions of Article 2. India,

after having concluded a bilateral agreement with the ESC which brought existing

restrictions into conformity with the Arrangement as required by Article 2, had

now been informed by one member State that it proposed to continue restrictions

until April 1977, even on products not included in the bilateral agreement

with the EEC under a phase-out programme. This was surprising because India

proceeded in the negotiations under the assumption that products not covered by

the bilateral agreements were no longer under restraints. There was no justifi-

cation for the continuation of these residual restrictions under the Arrangement,

as Article 2 clearly required that restrictions existing at the commencement of

the Arrangement which were not brought into conformity with its provisions were

to be terminated within one year. He said that the Arrangement represented a

delicate balance between the rights and obligations of the participating

countries - of the importers and exporters. If any deviations were made from

this balance, the future of the Arrangement would be jeopardized.

18. The representative of Pakistan brought to the notice of the Committee a

problem his country had with the EEC analagous to that of India. Pakistan had

recently concluded a selective bilateral agreement with the EEC which brought

the existing restrictions into conformity with the Arrangement. The Community

instead of eliminating restrictions not covered by the new bilateral agreement

wanted to include these in a phasing-out programme. Pakistan's contention was

that such restrictions could not legally be included in a phasing-out programme

and should, therefore, be eliminated with immediate effect. If the matter was

not satisfactorily resolved, it would be referred to the TSB.
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19. Several representatives of the exporting countries who spoke after the

representative of India shared the concern expressed by him and reiterated the

points he had made. It was said in their interventions that they were

dissatisfied and concerned about the way the Arrangement had been implemented

during the first two years of its existence. In fact it was observed at one

stage in the discussion that if the situation wasnot rectified and the

dissatisfaction apprent now was not removed, the possibility of an agreement on

the future of the Arrangement to be considered by the Committee next year, would

become increasingly remote. During that year the parties concerned wold be

equally involved in major trade negotiations which could not ignore the

existence and the operationof this Arrangement.

20. A main cause of apprehension voiced by many representatives was the delay in

the elimination of existing restrictionsand the increasing tendency on the part

of some importing countries to introduce new restrictions. This was all the more

disquieting in cases where restrictions were not fully consistent with the spirit

and letter of the Arrangement. Thus the standstill provisions laid down in the

Arrangement and elsewhere had not beenfully respected, nor had the balance,

which made it possible for the exporting countries to haveaccepted the

Arrangement,been wholly maintained. As regards the implementationof the

Arrangement by the exportrng countries, it was pointed out that for the most

part they had responded reasonably to requests that had been made upon them under

the Arrangement. The decision for invocation was however in the hands of

importing countries whichin turn must ensure from theoutset that all the

relevant considerations hadbeen fulIytaken into account soas tohonour their

obligations under the Arrangement.
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21. It was remarked that in interpreting certain provisions there seemed to be

a great deal of arbitrariness. For instance, in determining whether there had

been a sharp and substantia1 increase within the terms of Annex A, due account

should be takon not only of the increase in percentage terms as indeed had been

the case in many instances,but equally and more importantly of the absolute

volume of the increase. Likewise, when the price factor was being considered,

due regard should be had to quality differential. In this respect it was

suggested that the TSB should attempt to give a more precise definition of price

analysis and quality compa rison that would govern its deliberation on the question

of market disruption. The need for the assistance number of highly

qualified technical experts might also be examined.

22. The spokesman for the EEC referred to the impact of the global recession

that had particularlyaffected activity in the textile and clothing industries.

He pointed out that some importing countries wereexperiencing serious unemploy-

ment, under-employment and under-utilizationof capacity. In the EEC some

31/4 million workers were employed in the textile and clothing sectors.

Employment in these sectors had steadily declined with the result that one quarter

of the remaining work force was now unemployed or on short-time working. Despite

this full in economic activity the EEC had made great efforts to fullfil its

obligation., under the Arrangemert and its remarkable import performance showed

the success thus achieved.

23. The Community had initialled seven bilateral agreements ofwhich two had

recently been formally ratified. These two agreements were expected to be

notified to the TSB shortly. The compliance of the EEC with Article 2
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obligations should be seen against the background of a complex of various types

of restrictions which had to be dismentled. Some 120 products had been subject

to 127 different autonomous and 271 bilateral measures. It was a major task to

adapt this complex inheritance. The Community was providingg greatly improved

access through its selective agreements which allowed immediate expansion and

growth in a way which went beyond the requirements of Annex B.

24. The Community had already communicated to the TSB its "frarmework" phasing-

out programme. This, included full detailsregarding the elimination of

restrictions on countries with which the EEC did not intend to negotiate bilateral

agreements. For those countries with which such negotiations were intended, it

had been indicated that foIlowing the conclusion of negotiations detailed

programmes would be communicated in respect of each country. It was the view of

~~~~~~~L utpgrmeatte Eusehat athe aerro errrticm e 2 :mdttec Lhe izeW of' ph se-eut prograome as

wellulas a .lgiter.i agree:ent. fV> r..: rticvc rly lopGcal in the case o.

bialateral awreementswc :'lcde'onr.seLective,bsis. It couldldhox:ver be

prthetEne tadisous t'(ubmii czti.r. .asince ;.'iE h- dnot yet sbnbrited these

e TSB, the EECtheC'p.'Ccrço --.ti i- t;c t; Ithe B2C 's prenaredtu enter

cernedcotsuatapi7ns wioh the Cc;i.oe ccnc,-mec. I- w-s oointedeut that for

ctions wouldrs removedESCm -oreindct .cr: %.t be ee co:pletely a
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omp trede to takc pl.ce .:hi conditions irrovod.
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25. The representative of the Philippines expressed his deep concern at the

increasing protectionism shown by some developed countries. His country had been

subjected to unilateral restrictions imposed by Australia. The matter had been

referred to the TSB, but some of the findings and recommendations by that Body

(COM.TEX/SB/137) had been rather disappointing for the Philippines. His country

continued to believe that the quantity of its textile exports to Australia had not

caused market disruption, nor had they threatened serious damage. The unilateral

imposition of these restrictions since July had virtually amounted to an embargo

on additional exports. Thus, in such a clear case where exports were too small to

cause any harm, his country had anticipated a stronger and more favourable

recommendation.

26. In conclusion, the representative of the Philippines appealed to Australia to

review the measures and lift them with the least possible delay.

27. In reply the representative of Australia said that he had taken note of the

views expressed which would be communicated to his Government after the elections

on 13 December. The caretaker Government in his country at the moment was pre-

cluded from pronouncing on matters of policy. He had, nevertheless, communicated

thefindingsof the TSB to his authorities which would be appropriately considered

by the incoming Government. He made it clear, however, that this issue gave rise

to matters which were far beyond bilateral consultations and the scope of textiles.

it would be against this background that the findings of the TSB would be examined

by the incoming Government after the Australian elections.
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28. Followingits discussion, the Committee agreed that the report of this

meeting, together with the report of the TSB contained in documents COM.TEX/SB/115

and Addendum 1, would be transmitted to the GATT Council.

(c) Analysis of the current state of world production and trade in textile
products, including any measures to facilitate adjustment

29. The Chairman drew the attention of the Committee to Article 10, paragraph 2, of

the Arrangement under which the Committee was required to undertake an analysis

of the current state of world production and trade in textile products including

any measures to facilitate adjustment, and to propose ways and means of furthering

the expansion and liberalization of trade in textile products. He referred the

Committee to the two reports it had before it for this purpose.

(i) Report on recent trends in production and trade in textiles and clothing

30. Introducing the report on trends in production and trade of textiles and

clothing (COM.TEX/W/24), the Chairman remarked that this was the best the

secretariat could do on the basis of the fragmentary data supplied by participating

countries under the reporting scheme of textile and apparel statistics. He

expressed the hope that by next year this scheme would have developed to the stage

at which a more detailed review of activities in the textile sector could be

undertaken.

31. The Chairman of the Technical Sub-Group on Textile Documentation, when called

upon to review the development of the reporting scheme, stated that although all

countries participating in the Arrangement had accepted an obligation to furnish

the information required by the Comimittee to fulfil its functions under

Article 10(2), the response to the reporting scheme which had been established for

this purpose had so far been poor. He reminded members of the Committee that the
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Sub-Group, at a series of meetings in which technical experts from the various

capitals were present, had held lengthy discussions on the desirability and

feasibility of a statistical reporting scheme and had finally recommended such

a scheme to the Textiles Committee with the proviso that it be re-examined after

two years. This scheme was approved by the Textiles Committee and detailed

questionnaires sent to all participants, yet against all the effort put forward by

the Sub-Group, only sixteen countries had so far submitted data and no response

had been forthcoming from some of the more important countries in the textiles

sector. Furthermore, of these sixteen respondents only five countries, namely

Finland, Romania, Singapore, Spain and the United Kingdom on behalf of Hong Kong

had endeavoured to submit date under all three questionnaires.

32. He said that the poorest response had been with regard to the foreign trade

statistics. Although some members had suggested that the secretariat should make

use of the data they supplied to the United Nations in terms of the SITC Revised I,

the Chairman of the Sub-Group pointed out that this classification would not

provide sufficient detail, especially with regard to apparel, to enable adequate

analysis of trade and indeed to allow reasonable comparability with the production

statistics requested. Moreover, as it had become apparent that the implementation

of the SITC Revised Il which would ultimately provide the basis of reporting trade

statistics was likely to be delayed, he thought that the best solution to this

problem would, in his view, be for participating countries to provide statistics

either according to the full detail of national classifications or in such an

approximation to the SITC Rev. II as could be made from these classifications.
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33. He noted that the production and industry statistics provided had in general

been incomplete either in terms of the time period or product categories covered,

and that apparel statistics were less complete than those for textiles. In

addition there had been a serious lack of response in furnishing information con-

cerning the coverage and comparability of the data submitted, and he pointed out

that these questions would have to be settled before any meaningful analysis of

the data could be attempted.

34. The Chairman of the Sub-Group concluded by remarking that in the light of the

above, the present report was less precise than had been hoped for and that unless

more data were forthcoming next year's report would be no better. After expressing

the hope that the present situation would improve so as to enable the Sub-Group to

undertake its review of the reporting scheme with reasonably full participation he

urged all participating countries which had not yet submitted the data required

to do so as soon as possible.

35. In the course of the Committees discussions of the report on recent trends

in trade and production of textiles, several representatives remarked that given

the limitations pointed out by the Chairman of the Technical Sub-Group on Textile

Documentation the report provided some useful data.

36. Reference was made by the representative of Pakistan to the adverse effect of

restrictive measures on the trade of developing countries which accounted for

28 per cent of the value of world trade in textiles and clothing in 1974.

Developing countries' exports of some of the textile products included in the

report, in particular cotton yarn and fabrics, had declined in volume terms by

quite substantial amounts in 1974 whereas exports of the same products from

developed countries had increased.
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37. The spokesman fortheEEC commented thatthereport brought out the serious

deterioration of the world textile and clothing industries especially in

developed countries where both production and employment had declined markedly.

Between 1972 and the second quarter of 1975 employment in the textile and clothing

industries of the EEC had declined by almost 15 per cent. Despite the recession

which had badly affected its industry, imports of textile products, in particular

of clothing, into the Community had expamded rapidly, especiallythose originating

in developing countries.

38. A number of suggestions for improving, the report were put forward by members

of the Committee. Theseare set out below under Section (a) "Preparation for the

major revieew ofang ment.re.=1976". i

(ji) poinrtn aujesmutmeantissstceaea~ure
39. The Chnirman:rCecalld th.a th1e Txeti]es Co mittee nt îis meeting in .Aril 1975

had asked the s eretarina to brming unpto date the information contained in the

1972 3Sudy (1L3797) on adjustimnt dastisance rmasures Qnd to broaden its coverage.

:Snsc this wcold only be possible on tnh b-sis of ifor ation supplied by

participating cCoutriie, all prties to the Araln:emnt had been urged to supply

the relevant information. ,Atce soerer.l remindoes information had now b.en

received from a number of articiyants, neamelyuAstria, ; AstraJia, Canada, Finland,

thceLEC merber States, Iun^gry, Jaupam, iow'y,gPkistarn S3pin, Sweden, Switzerland

ead the United States. Some cothfese cuntrieSshad co:municated changes ii their

adjustment assistance measures, whiLlethers had indicat.d tlat tnh situation
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remained unchanged since their reporting for the 1972 study. Three countries,

namely Hong Kong, Sri Lanka and Ghana, had informed that no such measures existed

in their cases. However, the relevant information had not been received from a

large number of participating countries. The secretariat had in such cases

reproduced the material previously, supplied by them for the 1972 study with a view

to providing the Committee with as complete a picture as possible. He referred

the Committee to document COM.TEX/W/25 and Addendum 1 containing the report on

adjustment measures.

40. The representative of India stated that the secretariat had done well in

reproducing the relevant information from the 1972 study since that was still

valid for his country. He had some minor amendments which he would communicate

to the secretariat directly.

41. Certain suggestions were put forward as to the future work to be undertaken.

These are set out below under Section (e) "Preparation for the major review of the

Arrangement in 1976".

(d) Membership ofthe Textiles SurveillanesBody for 1976

42. The Chairman said that since the current term of membership of the TSB

was due to expire on 31 December, the Committee was required to consider at the

present meeting the composition of this Body for the year 1976. Having due regard

to the fact that the TSB was a standing Body and that it had mportant and

increasing responsibilities, he stressed that it should continue to be provided

with dedicated members who were expected to be available at short notice and to

devote much, if not all, of their time to its activities. From past experience
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designated members should be conversant with textile trade matters so as to

ensure the quality, competence, permanence and homogeneity of the work of this

Body.

43. The Chairman recalledthat Poland had been proposed for the tripartite seat

for the year 1975 and that this had received aw mea ofioe isppsure cB su'nort. 3ut for

reteonsiconthezodewtll ovcra'L. balanpe in the rn resentatiora a consensus

cm ld net then±abe rea commi<nd tha,-", n ee qâd bed .oreceuestoc ti kep in -mnd

the candidacy ofthe aneafor19h6, yF-lloring,n7S.m eown ilforfal consultations with

all parties coppenceerned it e3acd that thz diffie-lties of th_ previous year no

lon-er existede Ho somespme, dualcea nracfticrklorsons o worX:ad, Poland was

nOt in a eosition te SBrvo o19th T33 f r .'76.

l..ois aeresu'u ca iohsa acons ltxtkn nd discusasions which hd been held

regmreing phetmenborshit,phop Chairmant reosSd that thz eBB for the y:ar 1976

pohouIo mecomcsed cmO mbfrslowirg i the £plJingparuncifatLgEEowutries: .lC,

gypt,pFin].Korea. Me,ora hexUci5 end t-L-nTee Stapes. 7e trirJrtit , seat

should be shara, bm Austai¾ Ja)gipa nnd SinrpDore. lws 'roposa] 'as endorsed

tby the imitee.

(e) Pr«the'majof reviewof the Arrangementsin1976..6:,h.n c

45a. Tpo Ch-irmn antUndoutArhitle 1er4 the 1: m '/ it Coimitteewas required

lext y ar to harmryr oue iew aoor hevA:. ngemer; inrra lnghtot the 3iot f its

operationein g yearec.Heny~posed ïc prain d:cumectat"o., o n'.tiOn (as set out

~~~~~~~~~twh3ohm in hi iview,edould pro :ae she b-xkgmoundmated;alIi; ac::rc' do nuiri 1

requCommi-oee in , hisre iew and also in fulR;ng C cii' :' iJli e: the

aphapoirArticle f paragpr.;:h,2 Df ±trC t.
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46. Members expressed general agreement with the proposal of the Chairman and

considered that it was timeIy. In fact it was suggested that, given the amount

of work involved, the necessary preparations should be put under way as soon as

possible by the secretariat which might feel free to draw on the technical

expertise of the participating countries. in the course of the discussion, members

made a number of specific suggestions to be taken into consideration in the

preparation of the documentation proposed by the Chairman. These are brought

together and briefly set out under the relevant headings:

(i) A detailed analysis of the operation of the Arrangement since its
coming into force

It was agreed that this should be entrusted to the Textiles Surveillance

Body since it was in a unique position to make such an analysis in a broad and

more critical perspective to show inter alia the following:
(a) The relative frequency of recourse to the main operative Articles of the

Arrangement, i.e. Articles 3 and 4;

(b) The extent to which restrictions on trade in textiles had increased or

diminished as against those originally notified by participating countries

under Article 2:1

(c) To what extent the basic objectives of the Arrangement set out in

Article 1:2 had been achieved bearing in mind the balance therein as between

the interests of the importing and exporting countries;

(d) The way in which the Arrangement had been operating in fostering relation-

ships between participating countries,
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(e) Whether special treatment had been accorded todeveloping countries in terms

of Article 6.

(ii) A surveyofdevelopments in production of, and trade in, textileprodictscoveredbytheArrangementcvr~ by tc
Suchouldurveyude îfl inclauc½:

(o) rade between participating countriesby ig: ce.na by stagc of' economic

dev(D1cxin;

(be To thsible, details of t.Xde between acXd bvc.wvc participants and non-

participants;

ewing n revi&win;- the value de worldetra.? by arcas and countries a more detailed

cxacinateomade uld the developmentof :mpoopx. of inccrts into the EEC

imporparée teother developed or 2vc1>ped countries;

ution e eveoputioearnings ot Udevelopingcpo vcbpin ountries and their share

in e trade duringceng thcme of ii:e. Arrangement.innt.

(iii)Mioredetailedandup-to-date informationto be supplied byallbt sui1 by 11
countrieso.tinSjustment a ad.i. ae2measuresancc z'rcaaur

tion inplied gbythe importing countries should demonstratedcc!nonst.rat

in terms of Article 1:4,namelyf t-ticlc .uc1y:

(ahad vben made to move progressively into more,rowesaivciy it-D more viable lines

other sectorsof theeconomyhor sct.-rs c.f thth e

(b)mnenther sledto increased access for textilesxitd arcuss f.r text products

f9ro;i dcvloping ntr,;.

47.eInhairmen ioelcomed the suggestions th:- su.-gcstions put forward and stated

ehat those eould obo fully provided that thematerialwasmab Îbho nateria as made

avail blountriersicie therefore urged all pthfir.rf.f. r ur a participating
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countries to providethe necessary information as and when requested so as to

enable the secretariat to prepare the documetation in good time before the

majorreview.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.*....ajvc........................

(f) Dc-trtion cf tcxtilc docu1crti

e8. Tbo Corzitte eagec; an the prrcoduree praaosAd by thi Chairman for thc

ntstrictio/Ws of toxtil documents ai Sct out in docmnDnt COMI.EXAJ/6.

Datc cf next sici

g . It waseafixedhedehat th, ctc Df-i'h nXzxt r±çting would bc iixcd inth:.

lieht cf deveOlprints écmd aftu consltation with dDlcgations.


